Variation on sound field caused by the sound source moving from continental shelf to shelf break
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1. Introduction

In the sound propagation, the shallow water is a waveguide having boundaries with a sea surface and a bottom. Moreover, in the shallow water around Japan, the temperature gradient is negative from the sea surface to the bottom, containing the thermoclines. Therefore, the emitted sound from the sound source is refracted downward, and reflected at the bottom. Sound field is basically formed with the bottom reflection and the surface reflection. Tsurugaya et al. examined the sound propagation formed with the data on the shallow water of East China Sea. When the sound source becomes deep, the sound propagation by the propagation on the turning in the upper part of the thermocline and the bottom reflection is added. As a result, they reported that the duct was formed. Moreover, the sound scattering to the rear side by the change in the bottom was shown, and the phase changes rapidly in the scattering. These study have been limited to the shallow water with the depth of 200m. The shallow water in the continental shelf is ended on the shelf break, and reaches the basin through the continental slope. Then, the sound propagation that the source is moved from the continental shelf to the shelf break is examined.

2. Sound speed structure in East China Sea

The data line of East China Sea obtained from GDEM and the sound speed structure (SSS) are shown in Fig. 1. The data line is shown in the white line. In SSS, a horizontal axis is the sound speed in m/s, and a vertical one is the depth in m. The lines at lower right are SSS’s in the range from the northwest edge of the data line. The layered depth (LD) is about 50m. Data is cut on the way because of having reached at the sea bottom. Minimum sound speed in about 1000m depth is shown. Depth of Ryukyu basin is about 2000m. The investigation is performed at 220km from the northwest side of data line to the bottom of the basin. The propagation calculation is performed by FOR3D in PE model.

3. Sound Propagation in the continental shelf

The sound propagation from the northwest data point in the continental shelf to the next point is examined. The sound propagation in continental shelf is shown in Fig. 2. A horizontal axis is the range between two points in km, and a vertical axis is the depth in m. a) is indicated transmission loss (TL) in dB, b) is phase angle in radian, and the level is shown in right side scale, respectively. The source depth is 100m, and frequency is 600Hz. The depth about the convergence of sounds is the same as the source depth, and that depth is increased with increasing bottom depth. In the phase angle, the duct is generated between the upper part of thermocline and the bottom. The sound propagation by the surface reflection and the bottom reflection is predominated in shallow source, but the duct propagation between the thermocline and the bottom is clarified by increasing source depth.

4. Sound propagation by the source crossing the shelf break
4.1 Sound propagation from continental shelf to ocean basin

The sound propagation radiating the sound on the continental shelf is shown in Fig. 3. A horizontal axis is the range from sound source in km, and a vertical axis is the depth in m. The source depth is 100m. Upper figure a) is frequency 600Hz, and lower figure b) is 300Hz. In 600Hz, the thickness of LD is 43.5m or more in the condition of SD propagation. LD is 50m, and SD propagation is generated in 600Hz. And, in 300Hz, the depth of LD necessary for SD propagation is 69m or more, and as a result the SD propagation is not generated. However, the sound field shows the same configuration on the pattern. Even if the frequency is lowered further, the sound field is shown the same patterns. Propagation by the bottom reflection and the turning is predominated , and it is finally shifted to the sound channel (SC) propagation.

![Fig. 3 Comparison of TL in shelf break by frequency
a) 600Hz b) 300Hz](image)

4.2 Change in sound field by moving sound source

At the sound source existing in the continental shelf, the patterns of the sound field from a continental slope to the bottom of the basin doesn't change greatly. The transmission loss is decreased by the sound source approaching to the continental shelf edge. The propagation of sound from the continental shelf to a continental slope is shown in Fig. 4. The source depth is 100m. The representation is the same as Fig. 3. In upper figure a), the sound source is 30km, the sound source is in the continental shelf. Middle figure b), the sound source is 50km at the shelf break. Lower figure c), the sound source is 70km in the continental slope. At the figure a), the sound is propagated in the continental shelf, and went out to the continental slope. The sound is increasing the depth along the continental slope. In the shelf break, the region of convergence in the sound field is widened though the sound is descended on the continental slope. Although TL at the shallow receiving depth becomes 130-140dB, TL at the deep receiving depth is decreased to 80-90dB. Therefore, it is necessary to deepen the receiver depth for the detection of the signal.

![Fig. 4 Comparison of sound fields by source passing shelf break a) source in continental shelf, b) at shelf break, c) in continental slope](image)

5. Summary

The sound propagation from the continental shelf in East China Sea to Ryukyu basin is examined by using the GDEM data. In shallow water of the continental shelf, because the sound speed structure is having a negative gradient, the sound is refracted downward. Therefore, the sound field in shallow water is formed by the surface reflection and the bottom reflection. When the sound source becomes deep, the propagation by the turning in the upper part of the thermocline and the bottom reflection is added. As a result, the duct propagation between the thermocline and the bottom is generated. The sound from the shelf break is propagated to the bottom of the basin along the continental slope. Afterwards, it is shifted to propagation centered on the SC axis. The width of propagation is widened though the pattern of the sound field shows the same trend even if the source moves from the shelf break to the continental slope. Although TL at the shallow receiving depth becomes 130-140dB, TL at the deep receiving depth is decreased to 80-90dB. Therefore, it is necessary to deepen the receiver depth for the detection of the signal.
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